
Dana Truong
Front-End Software Developer

Houston, Texas 77054 | (832) 345-0039 | danatruong1130@gmail.com
LinkedIn | GitHub

SKILLS

React | JavaScript | HTML5 | CSS | PostgreSQL | Redux | Express | Chai/Mocha | Cypress | Git | Github | Figma |
Object-Oriented-Programming | Test-Driven-Development | Accessibility practices | Agile Practices

RECENT PROJECTS

Yubaba’s Bath House | Repository | Solo Project | 25 Hours
Tech: JS, HTML, CSS, Github, Chai/Mocha
A password-protected hotel app that allows a user to track their existing bookings, make new bookings, and monitor their total
spending.

● Built with vanilla Javascript to showcase understanding of the core “under the hood” JS concepts

The Pawfect Match | Repository | Group Project | 40 Hours
Tech: React, Express, PostgreSQL, Knex, Cypress
An app that allows a user to take a survey to rightfit the ideal dog breed for them based on the user’s lifestyle.

● Self-taught and implemented PostgreSQL and Knex.js to create an API and database to store 100+ dog data
● Collaborated with a team using daily stand-ups, Figma wireframes, and GitHub Projects to stay organized,

communicate remotely, and coordinate asynchronous workflows

Critter Companion | Repository | Solo Project | 30 Hours
Tech: React, HTML, CSS, Github, Cypress
An Animal Crossing: New Horizon companion app that allows a user to filter and log critters in their collection.

● Developed a thoroughly tested application that interacts with the ACNH API and managed the data with React Hooks
● Increased user experience by implementing responsiveness to mobile device dimensions

EXPERIENCE

Wedding Photographer www.TramPhoto.com | Houston, TX (01/2016) – Present

● Shot and edited 100+ weddings in the span of 7 years
● Forged legacy clients and maintained relationships for endless referrals
● Collaborated with teams of photographers and videographers to effectively provide full event coverage
● Provided consultations and tailored packages to fit client’s vision and budget

EDUCATION

Certification in Front-End Software Engineering, Turing School of Software and Design
(August 2022  – March 2023)

● Accredited software engineering program with emphasis on JavaScript, TypeScript, React, Redux, Cypress, Jest,
HTML, and CSS.

● Completed and deployed 9 group, paired and solo projects in carefully planned sprints to build various applications
utilizing Git/Github workflow, accessibility, and UX/UI minded approaches.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/dana-truong-a1b35a250/
https://github.com/tramtram1130/
https://tramtram1130.github.io/yubabas-bath-house-resort/
https://github.com/tramtram1130/yubabas-bath-house-resort
https://pawfect-match.vercel.app/
https://github.com/Mrcolin99/stretch-dogs
https://critter-companion.vercel.app/
https://github.com/tramtram1130/critter-companion
http://acnhapi.com/doc

